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Abstract—A significant aim in developing multimodal HCI
for the automotive domain is to keep driver’s distraction low.
However, the measurement of the cognitive load is difficult and
inaccurate but an approach to predict the effect of dialogue and
presentation strategies on this is promising. In this paper we
discuss cognitive load in theory and related work, and identify
dialogue system components that play a role for monitoring
and reducing driver’s distraction. Subsequently we introduce a
dialogue system framework architecture that supports cognitive
load prediction and situation-dependent decision making &
manipulation of the HCI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the enhancement of on-board electronics in mod-
ern cars during recent years, the amount of information the
driver receives has increased to a large extent. Traditional car
displays and controls like speedometer, light, wiper settings
or radio add to the information load that is produced by
the actual traffic and environmental context. Nowadays, many
modern cars offer much additional information, services and
assistance systems for navigation, “infotainment”, entertain-
ment and comfort. It is to be expected that new technologies
like car-to-x [1] will complement the information load with
status reports about actual traffic and street situation. However,
although it is generally accepted that this information is
beneficial to increase safety and the driver’s comfort, it cannot
be denied that this flood of cognitive stimuli harbours the risk
of distracting the driver from his primary task, namely to steer
the car.
Driving-related activities can be classified into three levels [2]:
The first level is the maneuvering of the car, e.g. steering
and operating the pedals. The second is maintaining safety
while driving, e.g. using windshield wipers, control of lights
and turning signals. The third is the control of comfort,
infotainment and entertainment functions. A lower priority
level must not critically influence or disturb the tasks of a
higher priority level. The US Department of Transportation
[3] has announced its first set of guidelines for preventing
driver distraction by prohibiting a lot of infotainment functions
while the car is moving. Due to this upcoming restriction
automobile manufacturers face the challenge to develop user
interfaces that reduce the effect on cognitive load. This can be

achieved by using different interface modalities or adapting the
provided dialogue strategies in order to reach a certain goal.
Unfortunately there exist only a few patterns and guidelines
that support the HCI development process or give an a-
priori prediction of the influence of dialogue and information
presentation strategies on driver’s workload and the distraction
from his primary task.
In this paper we explore models and strategies for supporting
development and evaluation of cognitive load-aware multi-
modal user interfaces. For this purpose, a multimodal dialogue
system and an associated development toolkit are developed
that allow the rapid and flexible creation of new dialogue
applications. A great focus is therefore placed on a carefully
considered model-based approach and a modular platform
architecture. Models and architecture are defined with respect
to our strategies for cognitive-load evaluation and prediction
and are planned to be open to support situation adaptive
applications in the future.
The paper is structured as follows. First we provide an
overview of cognitive load theory and working memory mod-
els in cognitive science. By considering related work from
HCI research we identify relevant dialogue system modules
that affect the cognitive load. We introduce a multimodal
dialogue platform that allows the rapid development of multi-
modal applications. Finally, we explain how relevant modules
will provide cognitive load awareness in collaboration with
cognitive load measurement and prediction modules.

II. COGNITIVE LOAD

A. Cognitive Load Theory & Working Memory Model

In psychology, cognitive load theory addresses the cognitive
effort required when learning new tasks. The theory maintains
that it is easier to acquire new knowledge and expertise if
the kind of learning instruction keeps the cognitive load, and
therefore the demand on a user’s working memory, low [4]
[5]. The theory differentiates between three types of cognitive
load: intrinsic load, germane load, and extraneous load. The
intrinsic load results from an interaction between the amount
and type of the material being learned and the expertise of
the learner. Extraneous load relates to the manner in which
the material being learned is presented. The germane load
is needed for processing the learned content and organize
them into new schemata or activating existing ones. The three



Fig. 1. Interplay between mental load, mental effort, performance and
cognitive load. Mental load is imposed by stimuli and tasks. The mental effort
is the actual allocated amount of cognitive load, that is individual for every
user and distributed over different resources. The sum of the mental effort for
all stimuli and tasks should not exceed the cognitive capacity, since it directly
influences the task performance.

types are additive; together they build the overall load that
should not exceed the cognitive capacity limit [6]. Paas and
Van Merriënboer [7] describe assessment factors on cognitive
load. The mental load is imposed by the task or environ-
mental demands and is constant for a given task in a given
environment, independent of a particular user’s characteristics.
The mental capacity actually allocated is represented by the
mental effort. It is the outcome of the interaction between the
task and the subject’s characteristics. Thus, this represents the
actual cognitive load on the individual. The quality of task
solution is a third measure, the performance. It is influenced
by the suspected mental load, the effectively invested mental
effort and the individual prior knowledge and experience of
the subject. Figure 1 depicts the simplified interplay between
the above mentioned assessment factors.

Current theories for working memory are based on models
which consist of multiple independent processors associated
with different modes. Baddeley [8] [9] describes the two
independent components visio-spatial sketchpad and phono-
logical loop that are coordinated by a central executive
module. The first processes visual input and spatial informa-
tion, the second stores auditory-verbal information. The four-
dimensional multiple resource model [10] divides resources
into four categories/dimensions, postulating that there is a
greater interference between two tasks when they share the
resources of one category.

To sum up, the influence of tasks and cognitive stimuli
on the cognitive load is dependent on various factors. These
are the task difficulty, the individual experience of the user
and the distribution of load among different working memory
resources. Finally, the individual subject can have an active
influence by ignoring factors of no importance and focusing

on a specific task.

B. Measuring Effects of Cognitive Load

Several approaches have been used in psychology and HCI
research to measure the actual amount of cognitive load.
Generally methods can be classified in four categories.

1) Subjective Measures: A traditional way to assess the
subjective workload of a user is introspection. The results
are acquired by a questionnaire e.g. with the NASA Task
Load Index (NASA-TLX) [11]. Because this method is an
intrusive procedure and would add an additional task to the
cognitive load it can only be done after the experiment. Beside
other scales also in-depth interviews should help to gain more
detailed information. Nonetheless, such measures cannot be
used for real-time assessment.

2) Physiological Measures: One possibility for real-time
assessment is to use physiological measures based on the
assumption that the subject’s cognitive stress is reflected in
the human physiology [12]. Physiological indicators that have
been used in previous research are heart rate, brain activity,
galvanic skin response and eye activity (e.g. blinking or
saccadic eye movements). Unfortunately, physiological sensors
are often integrated in cumbersome equipment and it must be
guaranteed that the method is non-intrusive before it is used
in tests or real systems.

3) Performance Measures: Supposing that the performance
of the task solution is influenced by the cognitive load,
conclusions about the latter can be drawn from performance
measures. Several concepts are used to estimate the perfor-
mance. One is to evaluate the task processing requirements
by considering the amount of time required, error rate and/or
type of errors. Additionally, the response or reaction time to an
stimulus event provides information about the actual cognitive
load. One example for this is the Lane Change Test [13], that
predicts the level of user distraction by measuring the reaction
time of the driver to commands to change lane.

4) Behavioural Measures: Under high cognitive load
users tend to change their interaction behaviour. [14] define
response-based behavioural features as those that can be
extracted from any user activity that is predominantly related
to deliberate/voluntary task completion, for example, eye-gaze
tracking, mouse pointing and clicking, keyboard usage, use of
application, digital pen input, gesture input or any other kind
of interactive input used to issue commands to the system.
Characteristics of speech, such as pitch, prosody, speech rate
and speech energy, can change under high cognitive load. Fur-
ther features in speech which may indicate cognitive stress are
high level of disfluencies, fillers, breaks or mispronunciations.
Oviatt et al. [15] found out that users prefer multimodal, rather
than unimodal, interaction when being confronted with new
dialogue context or complex situations. Once users become
more comfortable with the system, the percentage of unimodal
interaction raises again. Another valuable finding is that, under
stress, the informational load of utterances reduces to the
minimal amount needed to achieve the communicative goal.
For instance, [16] showed that use of anaphora in discourse



optimize the semantic information processing in working
memory.

III. COGNITIVE LOAD PREDICTION

Cognitive scientists try to explain the impact of task
complexity and stimuli on the cognitive load by developing
theories and computational models that calculate and predict
the cognitive interference between different tasks, e.g. the
computational multiple resource model [10].
The goal of Human-Computer Interaction researchers is not
to explain human cognition in detail. In fact their research
question is how presentation and interaction design affect the
cognitive load of a user, especially in scenarios in which he
controls safety-critical systems like flying an aeroplane, crisis
management or steering a vehicle. Some projects treat this
question and test strategies for manipulating the cognitive load
with changes in interaction design for a multimodal system
[17] [18]. [19] analyzed the impact of presentation features
like font size and contrast on glance time for a visual display
and [20] predicts presentation complexity on the basis of
presentation layouts. Prediction approaches have also been
researched for other modalities like speech [21].
Results from these studies can be used to find patterns and
propose guidelines that help to develop interfaces with a
low effect on the cognitive load. Since not every application
designer will have adequate experience to apply these in
practice, a system that predicts the complexity of an interaction
design and supports the application developer in his work will
provide a valuable benefit.

IV. THE COGNITIVE LOAD-AWARE DIALOGUE SYSTEM

This project is composed of two interrelated topics. The
first is the development of a multimodal dialogue system
that supports functionalities that were examined in previous
research projects at our institute [22]. The system will sup-
port multimodal and context fusion, discourse processing and
multimodal fission. One focus is a carefully designed semantic
model based approach that will, together with a good toolkit,
ease the development process for application engineers [23].
The second topic is to encapsulate functionalities in clearly
defined and independent modules that support the prediction
of the cognitive load. Findings from related work introduced
in the previous sections have helped us to identify four
components that have a potential influence on it.
(A) Dialogue Manager - The strategy for solution of the task

has influence on the cognitive load of the user. Different
strategies are conceivable collecting the necessary infor-
mation for solving a task, e.g. to reserve a cinema seat.
One approach is to collect all information at once: A GUI
modality would provide one form to collect all values of
required parameters, to use speech dialogue the system
would allow more complex and content-rich utterances.
Another approach is to collect the needed information
step by step by asking the user in a question-answer-based
speech dialogue or with several GUI windows.
Our model for dialogue specification is a combination of

flow- and state-charts that uses semantic dialogue acts
as defined in [24]. The concept of abstract dialogue-
acts keeps presentation management independent from the
dialogue manager. Thus, the decision on which modalities
will be used and how modalities present the content are
made separately in the presentation planner.

(B) Presentation Planner & Multimodal Fission - Related
cognitive research showed that multimodality has a great
effect on the cognitive load [15] [18]. In the previous
section we discussed that the realization of unimodal
presentation is also relevant for user attention. Hence the
presentation planner module has an impact on cognitive
load by deciding which modalities are used and how
presentation is realized.

(C) Multimodal Fusion and Context Resolution - This compo-
nent can optimize load on working memory by using con-
text information in order to resolve referring expressions,
e. g. anaphora. Thus, according to [16], the activation cost
for semantic content would be reduced.

Figure 2 shows our concept for cognitive load awareness in
a multimodal dialogue system. It it inspired by [25], which
introduces a method for a cognitive load-aware presentation
manager. The three above-mentioned components mainly de-
fine and generate the human-machine interface (HMI) of the
dialogue system that is part of the driving context. This context
directly affects the cognitive load of the driver and may have
influence on his driving performance.
One supported component of the dialogue platform will be a
prediction module for cognitive load. This module will have
access to input data from the driving context, the driving
performance and also possible techniques for measurement
of the actual cognitive load of the user. The module and its
algorithms will be adaptable for different use cases, theories
and measurement methods. Thus, the system will be able
to support on the one hand more pragmatic heuristic ap-

Fig. 2. Relevant dialogue system components have a direct influence on
the cognitive load and the driving performance. These can be measured and
estimated in order to provide situation adapted dialogue and presentation
strategies.



proaches for use in live-applications and on the other hand the
evaluation of more complex models from cognitive science.
The components of the system relevant to the cognitive load
will cooperate with the prediction module in order to plan
situation-aware behaviour of the HMI. The architecture will
also support future plans to build situation-adaptive systems
that change their behaviour during runtime with respect to the
actual cognitive load of the driver.

V. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the research topic of my PhD project,
which is to develop a cognitive load-aware multimodal dia-
logue system. By citing cognitive science theory and related
work from human-computer interaction research we identified
the following dialogue system features that have an influence
on the cognitive load of a user:
Multimodality, presentation planning, dialogue planning and
supporting context resolution and referential expressions
With regard to these aspects, we designed a multimodal
dialogue system architecture that will support the rapid de-
velopment of multimodal applications and is open to provide
the following functionalities relevant for cognitive load:
(a) Support for application developers - During the design

process, dialogue platform tools can advise the developer
with cognitive load prediction for dialogue and presenta-
tion strategies.

(b) Support for cognitive science - The modular architecture
approach allows the easy adaptation or replacement of
components for cognitive load measurement and predic-
tion. With an adequate development toolkit, the validation
of theories and models from cognitive science with live
experiments can thus be improved.

(c) Support for situation adaptive systems - A future goal is
to build situation-aware systems that adapt their commu-
nication behaviour with respect to the current context and
cognitive load.
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